Hank, the Yankee, is a factory supervisor. He tries to fire an unruly worker named Hercules but is forced to fight him and is hit on the head with a crowbar. The next thing he knows, he is in King Arthur's kingdom about to be executed. With the help of an almanac and his own good sense, he becomes a King's Counselor instead, and Merlin becomes angry. Hank then wins a joust and a maiden, named Sandy, whom he must protect and save. He convinces Arthur to try living the unpleasant life of a peasant. Merlin then tries to execute them for being impertinent slaves so that he can steal the kingdom. Arthur's loyal knights come and save them, but as Hank fights his way through Merlin's henchmen, he is hit on the head. When he wakes up, he is back in his real world.
This play, though funny, seems arrogant. Hank is the only mildly intelligent character. King Arthur and everyone else, except Merlin, are flat and go along with Hank's lies and complaints. Merlin is the token bad guy not driven by any sense of purpose. There are odd, unexplained things that are central to the plot yet detrimental to the story, such as Sandy believing that her sister and the other maidens are pigs. In addition, there are several fights that require extensive choreography and care, as well as a complicated dance scene. The saving point, if there is one, is the dialogue. The initial scenes in the kingdom are humorous since Hank has no idea what Sir Kay is asking him. However, the Arthurian dialogue is too stylized to be believable and becomes grating.
